CREATIVE CURATION

1. **Listen** to music by the CSO and listen for variety.
2. Imagine you are planning a concert. Select a blend of music for the concert using the prompts below:

**Opener:** something lively, familiar that will set the entire mood

**Historic Staple:** a song you have loved for a long time

**Genre-Influencer:** a song that is outside the usual genre you listen to

**Celebration:** a song you would listen to for celebrating

**Emotion / Drama:** a song that is emotional or dramatic

**Feel Good:** a song that makes you feel blissful

**Boogie Beat:** a song that you can dance to

**Storyteller:** a song based on a story, movie, or poem

**Friendship:** a song that reminds you of friends or hanging out

**Dedicated Closer:** a song you would dedicate to others

Share your work with us at education@cincinnatisymphony.org or #CincySymphony